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MASQ Network - Building a Web3
Privacy Gateway for all Users

Introduction
Privacy is an ongoing issue in every facet of our socio-economic, cultural, technology, and

geo-political existence. Data has become the new currency, driven largely by technology

behemoths in partnership with world governments in an increasingly ubiquitous public-private

partnership. At the core of this issue are tools that have become a part of our everyday lives

such as internet browsing, messaging and communications, social media, digital identification,

ecommerce, and more. Privacy as a right has become a negotiation tool whereby citizens

sacrifice their privacy for the safety of government protections or private commercialized

protections from ever present digital or physical harm, or a combination of both.

This hysteria has led to a massive push to commercialize personal data, thereby monetizing this

date into useful information. In other words, private entities and state actors have socialized the

cost of privacy, while privatizing the gains for protection.

The tracking, harvesting, and monetization of private information is a massive industry. At the

same time, geo-restrictions, the blocking of social platforms, and a general lack of

informational freedom means that billions of users are experiencing increased censorship.
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Understandably, internet users have grown tired of being just an advertising ID number while

losing their privacy rights – and in many cases, being barred from accessing vital content.

To this end, MASQ software is a private and censorship-resistant web3 experience that is built

to run on a standard internet connection without the need for special hardware.

Carefully designed with every type of user in mind – from those seeking online security and

information freedom or starting their journey into the web3 and the blockchain (cryptocurrency)

ecosphere, to builders working on the most complex projects – MASQ Network is the most

advanced solution on the market. Simple to install in under five minutes, virtually anyone can

download the software, connect their crypto wallet for payments and earnings, and connect to

the global network.

With its own browser, dAPP library, protocol, utility token, and earning ecosystem that makes

living in the web3 anonymous and private, MASQ is one of the most advanced decentralized

Mesh VPN (dMeshVPN) Virtual Private Network protocols. MASQ combines all the necessary

tools for web2 users to integrate web3 specific applications into one package with the familiar

feel of a regular internet browser that has been curated for web3 functionality. TheVPN industry

is expected to grow to over $75 billion by 2025 and MASQ is poised to capture a significant

share of this market with its strong presence in the privacy space and seamless User

Experience.

The resilience of the MASQ Network is based on a decentralized peer network. Users around

the globe can use the network as node members of the interconnected network fabric. With a

vision of achieving the most decentralized peer network across the world, and having a strong

partnership with Akash Network, the world’s first decentralized and open-source cloud, users

can utilize MASQ nodes without relying on centralized data centers and cloud computing

infrastructure that currently dominates the current web2 ecosystem.
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THE PROJECT TEAM

The MASQ team is an international group of developers and internet freedom advocates who

are committed to seeing the internet return to its original, decentralized vision.

Many of the founders have contributed to various technologies in recent years, and core team

members have decades of programming, open source development, and software delivery

expertise. The project lead, known online as KauriHero, has managed business teams for over

12 years, utilizing every aspect of his strong technical education and background in systems

engineering, business leadership, and change management.

Web2 has seen the creation of centralized architectures that deviate profoundly from the

openness of the original internet and the companies that capitalized on these architectures

have experienced immense growth. In response, the MASQ team has spent three years

building an open-sourced core software capable of forming a resilient peer-to-peer

decentralized network using Rust programming – this is called the MASQ Node.

Since the project's inception, the founders and core team have built a community that shares

the vision and ultimate goals of MASQ and has stood by MASQ Network’s mission: to unlock a

borderless browsing experience for everyone, regardless of where they live.

“From these humble beginnings, MASQ has gone on to reach remarkable milestones and we

invite you to join us in bringing online freedom and security into this next evolution of the

World Wide Web.”   – KauriHero, MASQ

The Problem
The problem behind web2 architecture is its reliance on centralized servers. With a large

majority of the world’s data routed, collected, and stored in a centralized fashion, it is a singular

point of failure wherein any breach can have massive consequences.
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According to the Identity Theft Resource Center’s 2021 Data Breach Report, there were 1,862

reported data breaches in the United States alone in 2021. This same report observes that this

represents a 68% increase over 2020.

As well, when the flow of data can be efficiently controlled, so can access – only thus are

onerous censorship practices and geo-restrictions possible. This problem is compounded by its

corollary: the largest and most powerful tech companies in the world also control the majority

of data server computing power. This massive capacity for data control and access empowers

the practices of tracking, harvesting, and the on-selling of personal data to advertising partners

to “better serve” content to users. This is often based, surreptitiously, on an invasive analysis of

their daily activities.

What has been missing is an integrated user experience where the network users themselves

form the data throughout, while being able to draw as many useful web-based functions and

aspirations together in one singular platform.

Traditional VPNs provide network security and privacy, but they still rely on centralized logs that

put users' identity at risk. Tor onion routing technology uses powerful encryption, but it too has

its limitations in the configuration of its entry and exit points, making data vulnerable.

Cybersecurity Ventures estimated in 2020 that cybercrime costs would grow by 15% each year

from 2020 to 2025, amounting to $10.5 trillion annually. It is no surprise then that nearly a third

of all internet users today use a VPN. In 2020, VPN usage increased by 27.1% and by 2027 the

value of this global marketplace is projected to reach a value of $107.5 billion.

Incentivized participation ensures that all users on all sides of the ecosystem are stakeholders.

Privacy-enabling technologies are critical to future users of web3 in securing their digital

identities, retaining control over private information, and ensuring that netizens around the

world will be able to freely access global content. Furthermore, we strongly believe that users

in unrestricted regions should be incentivized to share their bandwidth with the peer network

and earn cryptocurrency as they do it!
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Shifting geo-political realities and global economic restructuring means that access to global

content is fundamentally important for people in every nation and region. Privacy and the need

to counter censorship practices that diminish the ability of billions to access vital information

has never been more important and we are proud to offer a platform that does much to

address these issues.

The Solution
Web3 is an evolution that involves several key solutions to address the harsh realities of our

web2 world just described. Characterized by decentralized applications, the use of blockchain

technology, AI and machine learning, and the integration of semantic technology to help

machines understand data, this next iteration of the web will change user dynamics in

fundamental ways. These technologies promise to restore user security, privacy, access and

agency in their online activities and foster greater competition and innovation.

To provide a solution that aligns with the future of the world’s networks and evolution into

web3, MASQ has built a software that allows decentralized data transport and server

communications across its unique network protocol.

Focusing on modern day challenges that users face surrounding privacy, security, and

decentralization, MASQ software is designed to route content requests internally within the

user's machine to other connected peers in the MASQ Network, who then transport, fetch, and

deliver content data back to the user without the use of centralized servers or ID logs. Securely

encrypted across multiple MASQ Network hops, the software achieves both VPN-level data

security with the encryption and trace-resistance that Tor onion routing provides, while solving

the inherent limitations of its entry/exit vulnerabilities.

To deliver this advanced software to users in an easy-to-setup and feature-rich experience,

MASQ formed a front-end User Interface team that has built a desktop app which is supported

across Windows, macOS, and Linux operating systems. This allows users to experience the

technology with a beautiful, modern browser feel, while under the hood, all the robust

advanced routing, security, and monetization components take care of the content delivery.
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Along with Akash’s decentralized cloud computing power and Cosmos’ decentralized

blockchain and app ecosystems, MASQ Network is an essential component of a fully functional

alternative to web2.

How it Works
In a few, easy installation steps users can join, browse, earn and connect to the MASQ

ecosystem. Since MASQ’s “new user” setup process can be done within minutes, the end

product is delivered to a very broad audience that ranges from everyday internet users and

privacy and free speech advocates to cryptocurrency enthusiasts. Even advanced node-runners

who want customized setups with more granular levels of control will find the software powerful

and responsive to their individual needs.

Since the software is also designed to allow users to serve and consume browser content within

the same application, there is no need to run a separate advanced Node utility to contribute to

the Network and MASQ ecosystem.

So constructed, the MASQ software is a user-centric platform that allows people of every level

of technological proficiency to not only access the crypto ecosystem through paying for a

service from network peers, but earn crypto for providing one themselves by sharing their

bandwidth.

“As we have refined the core MASQ Node software, we have gone further than showing simply

a proof of concept – we have conducted testnet operations on Ropsten and Mumbai test

networks, achieving browsing speeds that rival VPN and Tor tools with impressive observed

throughput.” KauriHero, MASQ

To scale the user network we have bridged the MASQ Network and ecosystem to the Polygon

Network on the Polygon secure PoS blockchain. We have shown that the software can operate

as an EVM multi-chain* solution (*not cross-chain yet), allowing portability to other blockchains

and customized use cases in the future.
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The results reveal a full-stack software solution that is web3 ready, the most advanced portal to

the next evolution of the Web to date.

Impact on the Cosmos and Akash Ecosystem, & beyond
It is clear that a truly decentralized network will need to be built on truly decentralized

infrastructure – one that includes the cloud computing power that goes behind scaling a peer

network with a foundation of stable, reliable and robust servers.

Through a focused review of the power behind Cosmos and the Akash Network infrastructure,

the team at MASQ strongly believes that by leveraging the combined solutions within Akash

and MASQ, users can support both ecosystems by running MASQ nodes from Akash

dComputing server instances, which provides supply and demand to both community

ecosystems and the greater network of web3 consumers.

Fortune Business Insights reports that “the global cloud computing market is projected to grow

from $480.04 billion in 2022 to $1,712.44 billion by 2029, at a CAGR of 19.9% in forecast

period.” Serving the immense need of the cloud computing and privacy markets, projected to

reach a combined annual value of around $1.8 trillion in the next five years, with

next-generation decentralized network and cloud solutions represents one of the most

significant opportunities for developers in today’s market.

From MASQ’s strong foundation, the team is currently working through the final stages of

closed beta testing. In addition to public release, further scaling our mission to quickly advance

the evolution of web3 is a major aspect for mass-adoption and success of the MASQ Network.

We believe that the most powerful option here is to advance the decentralized capability of

other projects whose missions align with ours and accelerate the growth of the MASQ Network

user base through running nodes in large numbers across various regions of the world.
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Here, a partnership between the ecosystems of Cosmos, Akash, and MASQ Network would

represent a dramatic leap in web3 architecture and user services at the same time.

By combining the power of decentralized cloud computing with the peer-to-peer privacy

browsing MASQ Network, all the benefits of these services that have traditionally been

confined to centralized operations will now be available to a fully decentralized network.

Conversely, providing Akash with a fully decentralized network for all its operations will close

the loop, as it were, on its mission to bring cloud services out of the vulnerable position of

relying on centralized structures.

Furthermore, with the interconnected abilities of Cosmos and Tendermint technology to

operate across chains, a new multichain possibility is now extremely realistic for MASQ’s various

blockchain users across the world. In addition, there are certainly short term solutions that will

allow various Cosmos ecosystem blockchains users to bridge across through EVM compatible

smart contracts, including our current exploration of a MASQ supported Cosmos EVM chain

network within the MASQ software for those users native to Cosmos.

Conclusion
When all the decentralized verticals that the Cosmos, Akash, and MASQ Network ecosystems

represent are considered – applications, cloud computing, privacy/security networks, user

interface/experience, and crypto monetization – it is hard to imagine a more powerful set of

collaborative partnerships. Each of these projects represent the cutting edge in web3

development in their respective areas and the value proposition each provides the other is a

strategic leveraging of all three at once.

Secure, private data computing and networking in a time of heightened security is a powerful

response to the most significant features of today’s digital landscape and market demands.

The value for each ecosystem is not only the strengthening of each product and project, but

the creation of immense benefits for a broad spectrum of clients and users.
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Decentralization is an elegant solution, powerful in application, and emergent at a time when

global demand could not be higher is a remarkable feature of today’s marketplace. These

solutions represent a true advancement over centralized technologies, even as they compete

with one another for timeliness of release and strategic preeminence. When and as they do,

the market will move accordingly.

“MASQ Network was founded upon the principle that only genuine solutions will prevail, we

have taken no shortcuts while building the most advanced dMesh VPN available. Our fidelity to

truly decentralized solutions is absolute and when combined with Cosmos and Akash, whose

founding principles and product excellence are perfectly aligned, the future of web3 is secure

indeed.” KauriHero, MASQ

Call-to-Action
To learn more about MASQ Network, visit:

Website | Medium | Discord | Twitter | Telegram | YouTube | Docs | GitHub

To learn more about Overclock Labs and Akash Network, visit:

Website |LinkedIn | Discord | Twitter | Telegram | YouTube | Docs | GitHub
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